
A-Level Computer Science 
Summer project 

Virtual Pet 
Hello! I have no idea what everyone’s coding skills are like so feel free to do as much or little of this challenge as 
you like.  
 
You could make a text-based version in Python using www.repl.it without having to download anything (this is 
one someone else already tried to make https://repl.it/@Scruffy_Jr/Virtual-Pet). Feel free to use whatever 
language you like though. 
 
Your challenge is to try and create a virtual pet! 
 

 

pets have a:  
• Name 
• Age 
• Weight  
• Hunger meter (0-10) 
• Happy meter (0-10)  

 
These determine how healthy and well behaved the pet is.  
 
Your program should let someone create a pet then let them feed, discipline, 
play, heal or clean their pet. There should also be an age and weight check 
function for the current age and weight of the pet.  
 
Filling up the Hunger meter can be achieved by feeding the pet a meal (usually a 
loaf of bread or hamburger) or a snack (usually a piece of candy or cake). The 
hunger meter should gradually drop to 0 over time. 
 
Filling up the Happy meter can be achieved by playing mini games with the pet 
or by feeding it a snack (there are no limits to this, but there are limits to how 
many meals can be fed).  
 
Mini games can be anything but could involve guessing which way the pet will 
turn (left or right) within 5 tries.  
 
The pet should leave droppings around the screen from time to time, and can 
become sick if they are not cleaned up.  
 
The pet can become sick for a number of reasons, such as overfeeding of snacks 
or failing to clean up droppings.  
 
The pet can die if sickness is left unchecked. The pet can be cured by choosing 
the "healing" option, however it may need to be pressed more than once. 
Usually, a pet will not play or accept a meal when sick. 

 

Please feel free to e-mail any questions to asurrall@henrybox.oxon.sch.uk. 

Have a great summer and I’ll see you in September! – Mr Surrall 
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